
Eddie Gerard general manager/head coach
1926 NATIONAL HOCKEY LEAGUE SEMI—FINAL
2 MONTREAL MAROONS 45 v. 3 PITTSBURGH PIRATES 39
GM EDDIE GERARD, HC EDDIE GERARD v. PLAYING HEAD COACH ODIE CLEGHORN
MAROONS WIN SERIES 6 GOALS TO 4

Saturday, March 20
MONTREAL 3 @ PITTSBURGH 1

1. PITTSBURGH, Rodger Smith 1  9:40
Penalties — Stewart M, Broadbent M, Lowrey P

SECOND PERIOD
2. MONTREAL, Reg Noble 1  6:00
3. MONTREAL, Chuck Dinsmore 1  19:15 GWG
Penalties — Stewart M, Lowrey P, McCurry P

THIRD PERIOD
4. MONTREAL, Bill Phillips 1  14:26
Penalties — Broadbent M

GOALTENDERS — MAROONS, Clint Benedict; PIRATES, Roy Worters
Officials: Cooper Smeaton, Dr. Jerry Laflamme
7 000+ at Duquesne Gardens

Tuesday, March 23
PITTSBURGH 3 @ MONTREAL 3

1. MONTREAL, Bill Phillips 2  5:40
2. MONTREAL, Punch Broadbent 1  11:00
Penalties — Broadbent M, Lowrey P

SECOND PERIOD
3. PITTSBURGH, Harold Darragh 1  7:30
4. MONTREAL, Bill Phillips 3  19:40 GTG
Penalties — Noble M, Spring P

THIRD PERIOD
5. PITTSBURGH, Herb Drury 1  11:10
6. PITTSBURGH, Baldy Cotton 1  16:00 GTG
Penalties — Broadbent M

GOALTENDERS — PIRATES, Roy Worters; MAROONS, Clint Benedict
Officials: Cooper Smeaton, Dr. Jerry Laflamme
10 500 at Montreal Forum
Thursday, March 25

OTTAWA 1 @ MONTREAL 1

FIRST PERIOD
NO SCORING

Penalties — Denneny O 2, Broadbent M 3, Stewart M, Smith O 2, Gorman O

SECOND PERIOD

1. MONTREAL, Punch Broadbent 2 12:00 GTG
Penalties — Boucher O 2, Siebert M

THIRD PERIOD

2. OTTAWA, Frank “King” Clancy 1 19:50 GTG
Penalties — Noble M, Boucher O, Stewart M, H. Smith O

GOALTENDERS — SENATORS, Alec Connell; MAROONS, Clint Benedict

Officials: Lou Marsh, Bobby Hewitson
11 325 at Montreal Forum

Saturday, March 27

MONTREAL 1 @ OTTAWA 0

FIRST PERIOD
NO SCORING

Penalties — Phillips M, Clancy O, Boucher O

SECOND PERIOD

1. MONTREAL, Babe Siebert 1 6:40 GWG

THIRD PERIOD
NO SCORING

Penalties — H. Smith O, Noble M, Nighbor O, Dinsmore M

SHOTS ON GOAL BY

MAROONS 13 10 5 28
SENATORS 12 7 13 32

GOALTENDERS — MAROONS, Clint Benedict; SENATORS, Alec Connell

Officials: Lou Marsh, Bobby Hewitson
10 525 at Ottawa Auditorium
1926 STANLEY CUP CHAMPIONSHIP SERIES
NHL MONTREAL MAROONS v. WCHL VICTORIA COUGARS
GM EDDIE GERARD, HC EDDIE GERARD v. GM LESTER PATRICK, HC LESTER PATRICK
MAROONS WIN BEST-OF-FIVE SERIES IN 4

Tuesday, March 30
VICTORIA 0 @ MONTREAL 3

FIRST PERIOD
1. MONTREAL, Nels Stewart 1  3:05  GWG
2. MONTREAL, Punch Broadbent 3  5:05
Penalties — Fraser V, Stewart M, Noble M

SECOND PERIOD
No Scoring
Penalties — Oatman V

THIRD PERIOD
3. MONTREAL, Nels Stewart 2  16:10
Penalties — Siebert M, Munro M, Loughlin V

GOALTENDERS — COUGARS, Hap Holmes; MAROONS, Clint Benedict
Officials: Cooper Smeaton, Billy Bell
10 250 at Montreal Forum
Game played under Eastern rules

Thursday, April 1
VICTORIA 0 @ MONTREAL 3

FIRST PERIOD
1. MONTREAL, Nels Stewart 3  10:10  GWG
Penalties — Noble M, Halderson V, Frederickson V, Broadbent M 2, Dinsmore M, Loughlin V, Stewart M, Fraser V

SECOND PERIOD
2. MONTREAL, Bill Phillips 4  9:40
Penalties — Broadbent M 2, Frederickson V, Loughlin V, Oatman V, Halderson V

THIRD PERIOD
3. MONTREAL, Dunc Munro 1  15:55
Penalties — Broadbent M, Stewart M 2, Frederickson V, Oatman V 2, Hart V, Fraser V  Siebert M

GOALTENDERS — COUGARS, Hap Holmes; MAROONS, Clint Benedict
Officials: Cooper Smeaton, Billy Bell
11 000 at Montreal Forum
Game played under Western rules

Saturday, April 3
VICTORIA 3 @ MONTREAL 2

FIRST PERIOD
1. MONTREAL, Babe Siebert 2  3:05
2. VICTORIA, Slim Halderson 16:15
Penalties — Oatman V, Frederickson V

SECOND PERIOD
3. VICTORIA, Clem Loughlin 10:05
Penalties — Broadbent M 2

THIRD PERIOD
4. VICTORIA, Frank Frederickson 7:50  GWG
5. MONTREAL, Nels Stewart 4  16:15
Penalties — Frederickson V, Meeking V, Munro M 2, Fraser V 2, Broadbent M

GOALTENDERS — COUGARS, Hap Holmes; MAROONS, Clint Benedict
Officials: Cooper Smeaton, Billy Bell
10 000 at Montreal Forum
Game played under Eastern rules

Tuesday, April 6
VICTORIA 0 @ MONTREAL 2

FIRST PERIOD
No Scoring
Penalties — Meeking V, Stewart M 2, Foyston V, Halderson V, Broadbent M, Fraser V

SECOND PERIOD
1. MONTREAL, Nels Stewart 5  2:50  GWG
2. MONTREAL, Nels Stewart 6  16:30
Penalties — Stewart M Meeking V

THIRD PERIOD
No Scoring
Penalties — Halderson V, Fraser V, Broadbent M, Loughlin V

GOALTENDERS — COUGARS, Hap Holmes; MAROONS, Clint Benedict
Officials: Billy Bell, Cooper Smeaton
At Montreal Forum
Game played under Western Rules
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